of the sower (Mark 4:3–8; cf. 4:13–20) and the parable of the weeds (Matt.
13:24–30; cf. 13:36–43) by indicating that every element of these stories stands
for something else (the seed is the word, the birds are the devil, etc.). Most
of the parables, however, are not allegories. A few are simply one-liners that
seem more like “ideas for parables” than parables proper (see Matt. 15:13;
cf. 15:15). Jesus compares heavenly or spiritual things to mundane realities:
the kingdom of God is like a mustard seed (Mark 4:30–32) or a pearl (Matt.
13:45–46) or a treasure hidden in a field (Matt. 13:44). Many parables are
short anecdotes that function like sermon illustrations: the parable of the
rich fool in Luke 12:16–21 illustrates the folly of equating quality of life with
the acquisition of possessions. But in other cases the parables do not help to
clarify a difficult point; they do exactly the opposite, introducing an element
of complication with regard to what would otherwise be clear. God prefers
those who keep Torah to those who do not, right? Well, not in the case of a
particular Pharisee and a particular tax collector (Luke 18:10–14). Indeed, in
some instances the parables pose riddles for people to figure out (Mark 3:23),
and in certain cases they function as a sort of code language for speaking
of divine matters in terms that the unenlightened will not comprehend (see
Mark 4:11–12, 33–34; 7:17). C. H. Dodd, a parable expert, said a parable
often has the tendency to “leave the mind in sufficient doubt about its precise
application to tease it into active thought” (Parables of the Kingdom [London:
Collins, 1961], 16).
In general, scholars seek to discern the basic point that each parable was
expected to make and warn against reading too much into the stories. Jesus
tells a parable about prayer, using the example of a persistent widow who
EXPLORE 5.20
seeks justice from a corrupt and uncaring judge (Luke 18:2–5). The basic point
Parables as Allegories
is that persistence is important with regard to spiritual quests; we would be
EXPLORE 5.23
amiss to think that Jesus wanted people to view God as corrupt and uncarLiterary Characterising. He tells another parable about laborers all being paid the same wage even
tics of Parables
though they worked different amounts of hours
Box 5.4
(Matt. 20:1–16). The basic point seems to be
that God can be surprisingly generous in a way
A Jewish Perspective on
Parables
that offends those who see themselves as more
deserving; it is less likely that Matthew preserved
The parable should not be lightly
this parable in his Gospel because he wanted
esteemed in your eyes, since by
to propose some new pay scale for day labormeans of the parable one arrives
at the true meaning of the words
ers. That said, interpreters do sometimes try to
of the Torah.
go beyond the “basic point” of the parables to
—Midrash, Song of Songs
ask why Jesus would make these points in these
Rabbah 1.8
particular ways: Do the stories above offer any
hints as to his view of judges or labor relations?
Harry Freedman and Maurice Smith, eds., Midrash
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